
RESPECT | RESPONSIBILITY | RESILIENCE     Be the best you can be 

It has been an exciting but busy year across the Trust.  I am very 

aware that there has been a sense of purpose across all of the Trust’s 

schools as all staff have worked relentlessly towards this year’s goals 

and aspirations. Thank you to you all. 

I could write pages and pages about the highlights from this year, but here are 

a few from me: 

 During 2017/18 twelve School Improvement Collaborative Groups met 

routinely throughout the year with a focus on CET’s key areas of school 

improvement. Thursday night became Trust Night and around 100 staff 

were involved. An end of year review took place recently and there was 

much to celebrate and some improvements that can be made to develop 

these groups further next year. 

 Des Bird took up his post as Headteacher at Workington Academy on 16 

April 2018 and less than 5 weeks into post WA had a Section 5 Ofsted 

inspection.  CET are very pleased with the outcome of the inspection, and 

would like to take this opportunity to thank the staff for their unrelenting 

hard work and efforts to improve outcomes at the school. 

 Yewdale Primary School had their Ofsted Section 5 Inspection on 10 & 11 

July.  The outcome of this inspection will be published in September. 

 Cross school assessment moderation has taken place across the primary 

and secondary sector.  

 CET has developed collaborative working further, and this has enabled a 

wider range of effective school to school support this year i.e. maths 

support offered to the primary sector by secondary specialists.  

 We had our first Trust production at Theatre By The Lake.  “Alone I Sing, 

Together We Perform” was a showcase of performances by children from 

every school within CET.  A packed audience in the theatre along with 

excellent feedback from everyone who attended hailed that this was a 

great success. Other cross-Trust events this year have included Tag Rugby, 

Maths Day hosted by University of Cumbria, English Literacy Day and Year 

2 visit to Lowther Castle – to name but a few. 

 CET appointed a Director of Business Leadership - James Pedlingham.  

James officially joined CET in April, although he had been with CET in an 

interim post for a number of months prior to this.  James has a wealth of 

experience and is a great addition to the Central Team.  

 We have seen the start of a partnership with Burnetts, who are providing 

Human Resources provision across the Trust. CET feel this is a really 

exciting opportunity and will enable us to create a standardised approach 

to HR across the Trust. 
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I thought it might also be helpful to update you on 

some of the key developments in readiness for 

the 2018/19 academic year:  

 CET are looking to extend the CET School 

Improvement Team to bring much needed 

capacity to this specific area of core business.  

Three posts have already been advertised 

internally.  This gives exciting opportunities to 

staff across CET to take on new challenges. 

 Our collaborative group network will be 

developed and expanded in 2018/19. Thursday 

night will remain as Trust Night! If you want to 

get involved, please ask. 

 Lisa Bland, currently Assistant Headteacher at 

Yanwath Primary School, will take up the role 

of Head of School at Tebay Primary School.  

We wish Lisa every success in her new role. 

 Primary PE will be delivered by secondary 

specialists within CET. 

 CET believe that primary and secondary 

schools need to work together and this will 

help secure the best outcomes for our 

pupils/students. CET continue to aspire to 

develop four Hubs – Brampton, Carlisle, West 

Cumbria and the Eden Valley. 

Our 2018/19 Strategic Priorities and plans clearly 

outline our ambition moving forward, with an 

ultimate focus on making a difference to the life 

chances of the pupils/students in Cumbria. 

I would like to thank all the staff for their efforts 

and commitment to CET this year, much has been 

achieved and we will celebrate this at the CET 

Inset Day on 3 September.  

Have a fantastic summer holiday. 

 

 

Lorrayne Hughes, CEO 

Thank you to you all 
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Introducing James Pedlingham, 

Director of Business Leadership 

 

CET was delighted to announce the appointment 

of a new Head of School at Tebay Primary School, 

Lisa Bland, who will take up her post in September. 

Lisa has substantial experience and is currently Executive 

Headteacher at Milburn Primary school as well as being 

Deputy Headteacher and SENCo at Yanwath Primary School. 

She takes over from Alex Beardmore, who, as Interim 

Headteacher since the start of the academic year, has set the 

school on a steady course of improvement. 

Lisa will work closely with Rob Lakin, CET’s Director of Primary 

Education, to ensure that the school provides the highest 

standards of teaching and learning and continues to offer the 

happy, friendly and nurturing environment for which it is so 

well known. 

The team will be further strengthened by the arrival of 

Assistant Headteacher, Abigail Jardine. Abigail is currently 

Assistant Headteacher and Reception Leader at another of our 

schools: Longtown Primary School. 
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Centralisation of Finance  

The Central Finance Team are now in place. Angela Batchelor 

(from William Howard School) supports and monitors our 

Secondary Schools and Nicky Harris (new appointment) does 

the same for our Primary Schools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been clear that the central function is essential. Some key 

areas of development are: 

 A uniform approach to month end, petty cash handling, 

invoice processing and data entry 

 Formalised process for payment runs 

 Improved and more accurate forecasting  

Budget 2018-19 Setting  

Draft budgets for the Trust and its schools have been prepared 

and have been submitted to the Trust Board for approval. 

CIF Bids 

Following the submission of 12 capital bids Longtown was 

successful in securing a bid to replace windows in the school. 

Unfortunately, none of the other bids were successful. Appeals 

have been placed and we are expecting the outcome of these 

appeals before the end of term. 

 

Human Resources 

The contract between Cumbria Education Trust and Burnetts has 

been in operation now for just over a month. A structured action 

plan is now in place with the following area being developed and 

standardised: 

 Recruitment management 

 Data reporting 

 Standardised documentation 

 Updating, checking and standardising policies 

IT Audit 

In January the Trust commissioned an external IT audit. This has 

now been completed and developed into a vision and action plan. 

These comprise of four key areas identified for us to focus on: 

 Leadership at all levels and capacity for change 

 Teaching, learning and the development of digital literacy 

 Communications, branding and marketing  

 Technical infrastructure, hardware and software 

Summer works commence shortly across the Trust, these include: 

 Rolling replacement equipment 

 Transfer of broadband and filtering 

 Updating of Microsoft licenses 

 Preparation work for moving to a single tenancy in October 

Hello, this is my 

first opportunity to 

contribute to the 

Trust’s newsletter 

since being 

appointed in April.  

 

Angela Batchelor 

James Pedlingham 
I want to update you  

on some of the activities that have been 

taking place over the last couple of months: 

Nicky Harris 
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It was with great sadness that we learnt of the passing of 

a close friend and supporter of William Howard School.  

Mr Chris Irving recently passed away after a relatively 

short illness. Chris had, until April, been the Chair of 

William Howard’s Local Advisory Board, a position he 

held for a considerable period of time. Having been prior 

to that, a member of the schools governing body before 

the school joined the Trust.  

He had given so much service to the school, being blessed with a keen insight 

into the challenges we faced and a real passion to see our successes maximised. 

He held a deep commitment to ensuring that all our students and staff were not 

only happy at school, but they experienced a rich diet of opportunities and were 

enabled to achieve what they were capable of.  

He personified our values of Respect, Responsibility and Resilience and he 

certainly by example, exemplified the school vision of Being the Best you can Be.  

 

  

Cumbria Education Trust Board - Directors 

Debbie Francis 
Chair of Trust Board 

Lorrayne Hughes  
CEO, 

Chief Accounting Officer 

 
Cliff Lewis  

Vice Chair, Lead Director for 
Longtown PS,  

Safeguarding Director 

 
Margaret Payne  

Lead Director for WA 

 
Ian Burke 

Lead Director for Yanwath PS 

Chris Sutcliffe 
Lead Director for Yewdale PS 

 
Steve Holliday 

Lead Director for WHS 

 
Kathryn Woolgar 

Lead Director for Tebay PS 

 
Audit & Risk Committee 

Ian Burke (Committee Chair) 
Debbie Francis 

Cliff Lewis  
Kathryn Woolgar  

Lorrayne Hughes (CAO) 

Supported by James Pedlingham, 

 Director of Business Leadership 

 

Achievement & Climate Committee 

Margaret Payne (Committee Chair) 
Debbie Francis 
 Chris Sutcliffe 
Steve Holliday  

Lorrayne Hughes 

Supported by James Pedlingham, 

 Director of Business Leadership 

 

Full details of the Trust Board and LAB members  

can be found on the Trust’s website. 
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The event kicked off at 11.00am with an hour-long 

training session then, following lunch, the teams 

battled it out in rounds of 10-minute games. 

All the pupils and students participated with great 

enthusiasm and sporting, respectful attitudes.  

  Teams from all six of the CET schools enjoyed a fantastic day of Tag Rugby. 

Pupils and students joined together 

at Frenchfield Sport Centre in 

Penrith to share a friendly day of 

sport on 20th March. 

ALONE I SING  

TOGETHER 
WE PERFORM 

CET was delighted to 

stage their FIRST 

musical performance. 

In a spectacular showcase of 

musical theatre, contemporary 

dance and acrobatic 

gymnastics, children and young 

people aged 4-18 from across 

the Trust’s family of schools 

came together to share the 

stage at Theatre by the Lake in 

Keswick on 11th November. 
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The mastery belief is that all children, regardless 

of their academic ability can achieve at maths 

and enjoy it; and children keep up, not catch up.  

In September 2018 Yewdale Primary School embarked 

upon their maths mastery journey. This started with the 

production of a new long-term maths plan for each year 

group, outlining the order of topics to be taught and the 

skills that needed teaching within each unit of work. The 

long-term plan is based on the White Rose Maths Hub 

planning but has been adapted for Yewdale School.  

Following a mastery approach has changed how maths is 

taught at Yewdale. Now, each topic is taught for a longer 

period of time to enable children to have a far deeper 

understanding of concepts, which they can then apply to 

their learning. There is a much greater use of concrete 

resources throughout every year group and for every unit 

of work and these have been heavily invested in. The use 

of concrete resources allows children to understand more 

fully what they are taught and makes learning accessible 

for all. There is also a greater emphasis on reasoning and 

problem solving and children are encouraged to 

represent their learning in lots of different ways.  

Children are encouraged to talk to each other in all 

lessons and explain their mathematical understanding to 

a partner using correct mathematical vocabulary.  

A recent pupil voice survey showed that children at 

Yewdale have really positive attitudes towards maths 

lessons and they enjoy their learning.  

We have recently found out that we have been accepted 

onto a mastery work group with the North  

West Maths Hub for 2018/19 which we are  

excited to be involved in as it will enable us  

to make further advances with our mastery  

approach to learning. 

 

 

  

 

Thursday 28 June saw the CET Primaries send some of 

their most enthusiastic and energetic students to 

develop their mathematical super powers at our first 

CET Maths Gifted and Talented Day. 

The theme for the day was Superheroes, with five characters 

from the Avengers representing five different mathematical 

super powers. Year 10 students from Workington Academy and 

William Howard School delivered sessions on Pythagoras 

Theorem, Substitution, Irrational Numbers and SUVAT to small 

groups of students.  For most of the primary students, this was 

the first time that they had seen these topics or used algebra in 

this way.  It was impressive how well the primary students 

grasped the concepts and this was only possible thanks to the 

detailed and precise teaching of our year 10 students. 

To end the day even Iron-Man himself appeared to see if any of 

our Year 5 superheroes could out-smart him.  Unfortunately, 

even with the aid of calculators, the primary students still could 

not beat the hidden teacher, Mr Morgan from Workington 

Academy, who was doing mental arithmetic in record time.  At 

least they have something to aim for next time. 

We would like to thank Cumbria University for hosting us for the 

day and The Cumberland Building Society for enabling us to 

bring our students together for the event. 

M Gaunt (Curriculum Leader Maths, William Howard School) 
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       Avengers Assemble 

 Developments in Maths Mastery 
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Cumbria Education Trust were 

proud to be working with the 

Lake District Pound for their 

annual My Money Week 

Competition. 

The Lake District Pound is an annual currency – 

with exciting new designs launching each year. 

LD£ is a great way to support local businesses.  

During the first two weeks in June students and 

pupils from all Trust Schools chose and drew a 

person from Cumbria they feel should be on a 

Lake District Pound. They also had to outline why 

they have chosen that person. The winners will be 

announced in the final week of term. 

Katy Whenray, from The Lakes Currency Project 

Ltd, said  

“I was delighted to be asked to endorse and judge 

this marvellous schools project. It is wonderful to 

be able to inform the student about the Lake 

District Pound project and how important it is to 

support local independent businesses and the 

ultimate benefit that will be derived by two very 

worthwhile local charities” 

Tracey Hill, Lead Practitioner for Careers and IAG 

across the Trust, said “My Money Week 

Competition is always an exciting event across the 

Trust. We worked with Innovia Security two years 

ago designing a new bank note with a Cumbrian 

Theme and last year with the Cumberland 

Building Society designing a Cumbrian theme for a 

Young Savers account. The Lake District Pound 

offers a real celebration of the people from 

Cumbria and our students and pupils will be able 

to learn from their research about the impact 

these people had on the local area. In 2015, I won 

an award of Financial Education Teacher of the 

Year and the prize money from this award is given 

back to students through the annual competition 

through Junior ISA’s. Each school winner will 

receive £100 and the overall winner £250”. 
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Our assembly programme has covered some interesting and 

thought-provoking subjects.  In addition to our usual Harvest 

Festival, Remembrance Assembly and Christmas and Easter 

celebrations, we have looked at anti-bullying, stranger danger, 

Children in Need and Sport Relief, all of which give our 

children food for thought.   

We have celebrated success with our Elite 

Athlete assemblies which help to raise our 

children’s aspirations and see that with hard 

work they can succeed in what they want to do.   

 

 

  Highlights  from our Schools 
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YEWDALE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Here at Yewdale Primary School and Nursery we have had a 

very busy and rewarding year, both in terms of teaching and 

learning and in a packed and diverse range of extra-curricular 

activities. 

We have had a very full programme of Enrichment activities 

including visits to local places of interest such as Tullie House, 

Carlisle Library, Croft Farm, Houghton and University of 

Cumbria to visits into school from Cumbria Fire and Rescue 

who assisted in putting out the Great Fire of London for Year 2.  

We also had a visit by Coomara Vets and Guy Tansley brought 

in his creepy crawly bugs and creatures of the Rainforest.   

Year 6 had their Residential stay at Dalguise and Year 4 went to 

Robinwood. 

There has been a wealth of PE and Sports activities with a 

wide range of events and coaching undertaken both in school 

and outside of school.  Since January, our children have been 

to Richard Rose Morton Pool for regular swimming lessons.  

During the year we have worked closely with Carlisle United 

who have coached our children in school and also hosted 

some of our children last month.  Our football teams have 

attended a number of matches and competitions throughout 

the year and we have attended athletic events, gymnastics, 

sponsored circuits, played cricket, netball, rugby and hockey.  

And of course we have had our Sports Day this term.   

 

As ever, we have looked to welcoming our next intake into 

school.  Beginning with Open Days for prospective parents 

back in November we have held a range of introductory 

events and meetings with parents and children, culminating 

with a Taster Day this month. 
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WORKINGTON ACADEMY  

Working with the community 

As we approach the end of our third year as Workington 

Academy there is much to celebrate! There have been so 

many events and experiences undertaken by our students that 

it is impossible to list them all. However, the one thing that 

epitomises the growth of the Academy this year is the success 

of students and staff in working with local and wider 

communities; fund raising in support of a wide range of 

charities, welcoming others into our new building and working 

closely with primary schools in joint ventures and celebrations.  

The year got off to a flying start in September, with sixth form 

students leading the way in raising almost £1000 for Hospice 

at Home, attending a local awards ceremony in recognition of 

their efforts. This was swiftly followed by the school’s 

participation in the Macmillan’s ‘World Biggest Coffee 

Morning’ organised by the school’s House Team. Pupils from 

Ashfield Junior School were invited to join in with games and 

to sample some of the delicious home-made cakes on offer. To 

raise over £400 in twenty-five minutes is a testament to our 

parents’ and students’ baking skills. The House Team 

continued their community work collecting for the local food 

banks in the run up to Christmas. 

Spring term fund raising was dedicated to causes of 

particularly importance to Workington Academy. Assembly 

time was devoted to wider community issues, including the 

Taiwan Earthquake Appeal. Hualien, Taiwan, affected by the 

earthquake, is an area we work very closely with and have 

hosted student exchanges for a number of years through the 

‘Connecting Classrooms’ initiative. In February the Learning 

Support Team took the lead in organising the ‘Go Orange’ day, 

raising awareness of Muscular Dystrophy. This was followed by 

a Down’s Syndrome Awareness Week in March, with 

assemblies throughout the week and activities which raised 

over £500 for the West Cumbria Down’s Syndrome Support 

Group. We continued to support the local community when 

joining in with Sport Relief. Raising just over £1100, the money 

was donated to Sport Relief and towards a Workington 

Academy defibrillator. 

  

The year has culminated with students continuing to 

demonstrate responsibility within the community. Year 7 

Geography students have been working with Workington Nature 

partnership in the ‘Beach clean-up’, working in teams to collect 

general and plastic waste in order to improve our local 

environment. The plastic waste will be sent to the BBC and will 

be part of a state-of-the art programme which will improve 

potholes on our roads. 

Our collaboration with primary schools has continued to go from 

strength to strength this year, with students in Years 5 and 6 

from a number of local primary schools joining us throughout the 

year for a variety of activities in English, Maths, Science and 

various transition activities.  Workington Academy staff and 

students were thrilled to take Year 6 visitors out of this world in 

October for a special Sci-Fi spectacular! “The Academy Strikes 

Back” was a fun-filled day, during which pupils completed a wide 

range of Literacy and Science based activities. We had Jedi Slime 

making in Science, intergalactic Drama sessions, cosmological 

creative writing tasks and comic book making activities 

throughout the day. 

 
Many Workington Academy students have also been out and 

about with the primary schools joining in with and supporting 

their celebratory occasions throughout the year. On Friday 18 

May, Workington Academy Cheerleaders, Samba Band and Choir 

performed and joined in the celebrations at Beckstone Primary 

School’s Royal Wedding Garden party, which was held in honour 

of Prince Harry’s wedding to Meghan Markle the following day 

and the same students were invited to perform at the opening 

ceremony at Westfield Primary School’s summer celebration. 

Students have also been into primary schools to assist with 

sporting events and the Year 9 Sports Leaders are due to officiate 

at the Workington Primary Schools football tournament on 

Friday 6 July. 

And finally…we are looking forward to the CET extended writing 

day “A meteorite has landed”, which will take place at the end of 

term. Teamwork at its best! 
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LONGTOWN PRIMARY SCHOOL 
This year at Longtown, our children have been on a wide 

selection of trips and adventure that have enhanced their 

wider curriculum and raised aspirations. We’ve taken our 3 

and 4 year olds to the auction mart in Longtown and our 10 

and 11-year-olds to London on an adventure of a life time.  

We worked with other schools across the trust on music 

theatre events in Keswick and sports events that have 

challenged us.  

We conquered the Zoo, building tents and camping, the 

heights of Robinwood’s zip wire, dressed as pirates, 

experienced life in the Stone Age and gone back in time and 

made our lunch out of rations from WW2. 

YANWATH PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Pupils and staff at Yanwath Primary School have had a very 

active first year with CET.   

Whilst we have embedded our English and maths “recipes”, 

we are particularly proud of our interlinking curriculum that 

enabled all pupils to take part in whole-school projects based 

on making sense of our surroundings and environment.  Pupils 

particularly enjoyed investigating empires, discovering 

information about the British Empire through time, how to 

create a successful kingdom and the ethical issues that might 

be raised. 

However, our favourite parts of the school year are always 

trips out to enhance learning.  Visits included gifted and 

talented geographers investigating Nenthead mines and their 

impact on the landscape and livelihoods of residents, whilst 

Early Years enjoyed a trip on Ullswater Steamers to find out 

more about our local lake.   

We are looking forward to a rest and 

coming back in September, ready to face 

new and equally exciting challenges. 

All learning in Key Stage Two has been greatly enhanced by 

residential trips.  Year Three spent two nights in Alnwick flying 

on Harry Potter broomsticks and learning how to survive in the 

wilds of Northumberland.  Year Four travelled by train to 

Edinburgh to visit the botanical gardens, discover the contrast 

of living in a city and bemusing the locals during a silent disco.  

Years Five and Six spent a week in Oban, applying their 

geography, history and RE skills on Ben Nevis, in Glencoe and 

along the West coast and islands.  They travelled in mountain 

gondolas, on mountain bikes, along ropes and zip wires but 

particularly enjoyed the very fast speed boats that took them 

to see sea eagles and whirlpools.  Both they and the 

accompanying staff were truly impressive on the dancefloor 

during a ceilidh in a tiny village hall. 
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WILLIAM HOWARD SCHOOL 
It is hard to summarise the multitude of events, 

memories and successes of the school and its 

students and staff over the course of a year. Life in 

school is never dull and certainly busy at every turn.  

To satisfy the metric orientated around education I suppose I 

should start with our results last summer, which were 

incredibly positive. At GCSE in both English and Maths our 

students made significantly positive progress compared to 

students nationally, in doing so they achieved more grade 9’s 

than in any other school in the county. Our Sixth Form similarly 

had a good year and the students all gained entrance to an 

institution of their choice, many into Russell Group universities. 

September saw the new uniform sported by Years 7 to 10 and 

its introduction has gone extremely smoothly. We introduced 

our creative curriculum into Year 9, which has led to four 

languages now being run at GCSE, greater uptake across the 

creative subjects all while introducing students to learning for 

its own sake, rather than to fulfil a curriculum requirement. The 

Sixth Form offer was refined and honed and Year 12 have been 

a delightfully well engaged cohort as a result; across the rest of 

the school the continued focus on feedback and learning has 

brought real progress in further enhancing the quality of what 

happens in every lesson.  

The wider offer beyond the curriculum has been similarly 

positive demonstrating just why WHS is the unique and 

enriching school that is rightly so valued by our community. 

 

  

It is with that thought that I mention the staff and their own 

development. We have hosted and shared Teaching and 

Learning strategies with Dutch, Swedish, Tanzanian and 

Taiwanese staff. Nine new teachers to the profession have 

successfully completed their induction years, four senior staff 

completing their National Professional Qualification in Senior 

Leadership, over 2000 hours of personalised continuous 

professional development have been completed.  It is their 

dedication to their improvement, the success of the students 

and their development which humbles me as a Headteacher 

and for which I am ever grateful.  
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I will try my best to give you a taste of the experiences we have 

managed to offer beyond the normal curriculum. Our 

Performing Arts department have had a hectic year hosting the 

Royal Regiment of Scotland for a student workshop and 

performance, organising the Trust performance at the Theatre 

by the Lake, our own production of Beauty and the Beast, events 

including Carol concerts, recitals, not to mention the numerous 

successes at the Carlisle Music and Drama Festival and 50+ 

students passing graded exams. In sport we have become 

Northern Table Cricket champions – competing at Lord’s in the 

National final, we have won numerous cups across the team 

sports, competed in over 250 fixtures and celebrated individual 

successes with national champions in pursuits as diverse as 

trampolining and cycling. The students have been on countless 

educational visits including visits to Iona, Iceland, Germany, 

London, Italy, Tanzania, Taiwan to name but some as well as 

visits to Universities, to local businesses and everything else in 

between. There has been so much it is hard not to lose track so I 

will leave the list there but to say none of this would be possible 

without our fantastic staff and the enthusiasm of our students. 
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  TEBAY PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Learning outside the classroom 

Tebay has had a very busy and enjoyable first year as part of 

CET.  Tebay is set in the heart of the Eden Valley and the 

children enjoy learning outside, we try to incorporate this into 

our curriculum as much as possible.  We use our environment 

to build and show our values of Respect, Responsibility and 

Resilience. 

The children had learnt to show the CET values by completing 

a six-week course of forest schools. The children have worked 

together in various tasks such as making a fire, building dens 

and toasting marshmallows. 

Early Years and Key Stage 1 have been finding out about farms 

and how our food is produced, they visited a farm and found 

out how cheese is made. They also enjoyed making and 

tasting ice cream. The children, staff and parents were 

inspired to create our own garden at Tebay.  We have planted 

vegetables and have welcomed our new arrivals –hens! We 

are currently deciding on names for them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Older children discovered why trees are important for our 

environment and how they can help to elevate flooding. They 

helped to plant trees within the Eden Valley.  

Our Year 5 and 6 went on a three-day visit to London, the 

children were very excited and nervous, but they showed 

resilience as we followed maps around London, navigating the 

underground and visiting the Houses of Parliament, the 

Natural History Museum, the Harry Potter experience and the 

London Eye. 

The whole school took part in an astronomy day; finding out 

about the sky at night, identifying the stars and planets.  They 

then worked with local artists to create artwork and a film of 

Tebay throughout the day and night.  

Through all our visits and use of outdoor learning the children 

have built aspirations for the future; learning about a variety 

of opportunities and careers. They have developed their 

personal responsibility and respect and have built their own 

resilience, trying at all times to be the best they can be. 
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The whole school took part in the CET production at Theatre 

by the Lake; they enjoyed singing and dancing to a wide 

audience. Key stage 2 also enjoyed taking part in the trust 

Rugby sports day and cluster gymnastics.  
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    A Meteoric Event! 
Uncannily, meteorites landed on school 

grounds in each of the Cumbria Education 

Trust Schools on Friday, 13 July.  

The boulder-sized chondrite that struck WHS 

narrowly missed the Media Department! Luckily 

this phenomenon was part of an exciting cross-trust 

extended writing day entitled ‘It Came from Space’. 

Mock news bulletins reporting the ‘meteorite’ landings 

were screened across all schools, sparking a whole host 

of exciting writing activities. 

KS3 students at Workington and William Howard were 

enthusiastically engaged in cross-curricular writing of 

different genres based on the meteorite strikes: film 

scripts, poetry, novels, news scripts, code cracking, to 

name just a few. Megafauna extinction theories, the 

‘Space Race’ and extraterrestrial problem-solving, were 

the subject of some amazing examples of newspaper 

articles and space-themed creative writing. 

Year 6 pupils from Longtown and Yewdale Primary 

Schools were welcomed to WHS for an afternoon of 

Science investigations. WHS Sixth Form students took on 

the role of NASA scientists and ably assisted the younger 

children in their experiments, exploring the radius of 

meteorite craters. It was fantastic to see the different 

age groups working in partnership. 

Yanwath and Tebay Primary Schools also took part. 
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